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Herb Garden

H

erbs, vegetables and fruit were
cultivated in different areas of
the site. A herb garden was
probably located here, close to the
infirmary. Infirmary gardens provided
medicinal herbs. Orchard and kitchen
gardens provided fruit, vegetables
and herbs used in preparing meals.
However, the garden today grows
examples of both medicinal and
culinary herbs that would have been
used in the Priory.

A conjectural view
of the herb garden
with the end of the
Infirmary and
Infirmary kitchen
chimney in the
background

It is modelled on the garden of the
monastery of St Gallen in Switzerland.
The garden includes examples of
wattle fencing, timber, flintwork and
Tudor brickwork that would have
enclosed the soil in the raised beds.
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Except for a token
amount of time spent
gardening, Cluniac
monks did very little
manual labour.

Lavender

Lavendula stoechas and
Lavendula angustifolia
The flowers made an
infusion to treat insect
bites and sunburn, and
to repel head-lice.
Lavender flowers were
also used in cooking.

Illustration © Andy Gammon 2011

Comfrey

Symphitum officinale
Used as a treatment for
burns, abscesses and
bruises. The root was
crushed and used for
dressing broken bones.
An alternative name for
the herb was knitbone.

Soapwort

Saponaria officinalis
The roots of this
plant made a kind of
soap, used by the monks
to wash themselves.

Good King Henry
Chenopodium bonus-henricus
A culinary herb. It was often
mixed with nettles,
sorrel and other greens
and stewed to make a
filling for a pie.
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Infirmary
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Priory treasures
Examples of decorated and glazed floor
tiles from the Priory, now housed at the
British Museum, London, Anne of
Cleves House Museum and Barbican
House Museum, Lewes.

N

othing remains of the large
infirmary above ground level.
The outer walls are marked out
where they would have been. Elderly
monks ended their days here and sick
monks were cared for. Herbs from the
Priory’s herb garden were often used to
make medicines. Monks had to follow a
strict set of Priory rules (based on the
Rule of St Benedict) and these allowed
better food, including meat, to be
provided in the infirmary. If they were
able, the sick and elderly monks attended
services in the nearby Infirmary Chapel
(formerly the First Church).
The infirmary had its own kitchen, toilet
and small garden. It was also one of the
few buildings in the Priory with fireplaces to provide heat. Monks in the
infirmary slept in beds along the walls,
but later individual cubicles were added.
The Keeper of the Infirmary had a
separate room.
Healthy monks were regularly bled in the
infirmary or in the warming room below
the dormitory. It was believed that blood
letting purged the body of impurities and
maintained health. Afterwards the monks
were allowed to rest and eat the better
food served in the infirmary.

Monks thought that it
was good for their
health to be bled.
The Keeper of the
Infirmary supervised
this process.

The scene above represents
life inside the infirmary.
Illustration © Andy Gammon 2010
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The Beginning and the End

T

here was already a small Saxon
religious building made of wood here
which William and Gundrada de
Warenne rebuilt in stone. The first monks,
under Prior Lanzo, extended it as an

impressive church. The walls were
decorated with beautiful frescoes and the
floors covered with fine glazed tiles.
While this first monastic church was
being used the Great Church was under

construction. Building took many years
and once it was completed the First
Church may have been used as the
Infirmary Chapel.

Portinari- the demolition agent

Priory treasures

In 1538 most of the Priory of St Pancras was destroyed
under the orders of Henry VIII. Thomas Cromwell
employed an Italian engineer, Giovanni Portinari, to
bring down the buildings. Particular care was taken to
demolish the religious buildings, which is why so little
of them remains today.

Singing was very
important in the services
at the Priory. The picture
shows a page from the
13th century Priory book
of hymns and prayers
(the Lewes Breviary).

In his letters Portinari explains his method of undermining the walls. A deep trench was dug along the
base and the walls were supported on timber props.
These props were then set ablaze, causing the walls to
fall when the wood had burnt through. The leaning
walls are evidence of this process.

Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge

The Precentor was in
charge of organising
the singing of chants
and anthems at the
church services.

The interior of the Infirmary Chapel
with paintings that would probably
have adorned its walls.
Illustration © Andy Gammon 2010
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Monks’ Toilet
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(11th Century)

T

he Priory’s 11th century monks’
toilet block (reredorter) may
well be the first example of a
layout that came to be used in most
monasteries. The toilets were built over
a sewer. Chutes led down from each
toilet to the sewer, which channelled
away the waste. It is possible to see the
sewer under the far wall in front of you.

Priory treasures
Many stone carvings of animals
have been found at the Priory.

There were 10 cubicles here but no
doors seem to have been provided so
the monks did not have much privacy.
The three large windows (to your left)
provided light and ventilation. A later
raising of the the ground level has now
blocked them off completely. There was
probably a bath house at the west end
of the building.

This photograph shows the remains of
the enclosed chutes (see arrow) from
the toilets. These led into the sewer
which flowed from west to east, (now
dried up and blocked).

By the end of the 12th century a new,
larger toilet block was built to
accommodate the growing number
of monks. A longer dormitory was
then built over the older toilet block.

Cluniac monks
usually took a bath
twice a year, at
Christmas and Easter.

Priory stones now at
Barbican House Museum, Lewes

Right: A view of the interior of the first toilet block
(reredorter), built in the 11th century. This may have
continued in use after the construction of the new
12th century toilet block.
The toilet cubicles here are at the lower level, close to
the sewer channel, unlike the later 12th century toilet
block where the cubicles are at the first floor level.

Illustration © Andy Gammon 2011

Priory stones re-used in a wall at
Kingston, near Lewes.
Illustration © Andy Gammon 2010
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When they were not allowed to
speak monks used hand signs.
Here are some examples of signs
used to indicate food. Sometimes
the signs could be combined to
say, for example, ‘cheese pie’.

Refectory

T

he monks entered the refectory
after washing their hands in a
black marble basin in the
cloister. They sat on benches, with
the most important monks sitting on
a raised platform. The rule of silence
was maintained here and the monks
communicated by hand signs.
However, one monk read aloud to
them from the scriptures, a religious
book or the Rule of St Benedict.

The Way it Was

The ruins in the foreground show what you can see
today. The line drawings show these buildings as
they were in the early 16th century. You are standing in the undercroft below the Refectory

BREAD

CHEESE

PIE
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The Rule required that the monks
had a simple diet of vegetables,
fish and poultry. In later years
rules were not always strictly
observed and meat was consumed.
The monks drank ale brewed at
the Priory.
The monks ate at mid-day
throughout most of the year,
except in summer when they ate
in the evening. The food was
prepared in their nearby kitchen
and cooked in a massive oven
over 5 metres wide. This oven
survived until 1845. The Prior
had his own lodgings where he
entertained important guests.

The Kitchener looked
after the kitchen where
at least one meal a day
was prepared.

Right:
The interior of
the Refectory.
It shows a wall
pulpit from where
a monk would
read aloud to the
others while they
ate their meal.

Illustration © Andy Gammon 2010
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Dormitory
(extension)

F

rom here you can see what
remains of the monks’ dormitory
(dorter). Like many of the Priory
buildings, the dormitory was extended
as the number of monks increased.
The monks slept in their clothes on
straw mattresses. They did, however,
change their shoes for warmer night
shoes lined with fur. In this way
they were ready for the church
services they had to attend during
the night. The Rule of St Benedict
required that a lamp be kept burning
in the dormitory throughout the
night but no fire was allowed here.
Stairs from the dormitory led to the

The Way it Was

The ruins in the foreground show what you can
see today. The line drawings show how these
formed part of the buildings on the site in the early
16th century.

church via the cloister and a
bridge connected the dormitory
to the toilet block. All the monks,
including the Prior, initially slept
here and the dormitory would
have been one large room when
it was first built. The monks had
very few possessions and even
less privacy. Later on the monks
probably had their own cubicles
and the Prior slept in his own
lodgings.

Priory treasures
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Thomas Nelond was the 25th Prior. He died in 1432 after 18 years in charge.
The exquisite brass is an indication of both how important Prior Nelond was
and the wealth of the Priory at the time of his death. The complete brass
shows him with St Pancras (Patron Saint of the Priory), the Virgin and Child
and St Thomas Becket. The brass was rescued when the Priory was destroyed
and is now in St Peter’s Church, Cowfold.

This Dormitory was built as an extension to
the original when more sleeping space was
required. The illustration shows the sleeping
arrangements on the first floor with an
undercroft beneath.

Underneath the original dormitory
(to the north) was the warming
house. Here the monks could warm
themselves. This was the only
room in the Priory, apart from the
infirmary and the kitchen, where a
fire was allowed.
The Chamberlain
accounted for all the
money going in and
out of the Priory.

Illustration © Andy Gammon 2010
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Monks’ Toilet
SOUTH

Construction of the walls

(12th century)
NORTH

T

his toilet block was built
to meet the needs of the
increased number of monks
in the second half of the 12th
century. There were at least 59
cubicles. For a time there may
have been up to a hundred monks
at the Priory.

Remnants of what are thought
to be the cubicle window sills
can be seen running along the
top of the south wall.

Sections through the main wall.
Right: Stone and flint on the outside, left: dressed chalk on the
inside with chalk rubble infill.

The toilets were on the first floor
above a sewer running along the
base of the south wall. You can still
see where the sewer would have
been. The archway at ground level
on the south-eastern end of the
outside wall shows where the waste
was channelled away. Rectangular
vents in the outside wall would
have provided some welcome
ventilation.

Exterior wall showing flint
facing separated by layers of
stone. Putlog holes, which
took timber scaffolding, are
clearly visible.

Two examples of the four sewer
ventilation openings which
went through the south wall,
and were later used as windows.
One of several hollow channels
within the wall left over after
the timber lacing (reinforcing)
beams have rotted away.

A spine wall separated the sewer
from a large ground floor room.
This may have been used as a
laundry or for storage.
The toilet block is the largest
surviving part of the Priory,
escaping demolition when it was
converted into a malt house.
The illustration shows a cut-away view
of the interior of the toilet block

Illustration © Andy Gammon 2011
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There were 59 toilet
cubicles so that monks
didn’t have to
queue for the loo in
between the many
church services.

Remains of the 59 stone arch
springers above the sewer
chamber can be seen two thirds
of the way up the inside face of
the south wall.
Illustration © Andy Gammon 2010
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The Battle of Lewes

T

he Battle of Lewes was fought on
14th May 1264 between the forces
of King Henry III, and barons led
by Simon de Montfort. Tired of bad
government and royal extravagance,
the barons wanted the country to be
governed by a council rather than by
the king.

Priory treasures
Stones from the Priory now
in collections at the British
Museum and Anne of Cleves
House Museum.

The king’s army camped here on 12th
May, the eve of the feast of St Pancras,
an important religious celebration for
the Priory. The soldiers’ presence caused
much disruption for the monks.

© Trustees of the British Museum

The battle was fought to the north of
Lewes and gave victory to Simon de
Montfort. The king’s army retreated to
the Priory with de Montfort’s forces in
pursuit, their blazing arrows causing
considerable damage to thatched roofs.

Anne of Cleves Museum, Lewes

The Provost was in
charge of punishment.
If a monk did wrong
he could be beaten
with rods and made to
lie face down to ask
for pardon, or even be
imprisoned.

The king’s defeat led to the Mise of
Lewes (no copies of which have
survived), a treaty which restricted the
authority of the king.
The conflict divided the monks of the
Priory and some were sent back to
Cluny, others were punished at Lewes.
During excavations to lay the railway
line in 1845, a large burial ground was
discovered at the Priory containing
hundreds of bodies from the battle.

Illustration © Andy Gammon 2011
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The Helmet Sculpture by
Enzo Plazzotta was erected
in 1964 to mark the 700
year anniversary of the
Battle of Lewes.

This illustration depicts the
moment when Henry III
surrenders his sword to the
barons after his defeat at
the battle.
Illustration © Andy Gammon 2010
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